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How do I hold faith with sun in a sunless place? The face of afraid keeps changing constantly, and I can count
on that change. Over the following year, Lorde continued asking herself the difficult, beautiful questions that
allowed her to concentrate the laser beam of her determination and her purpose as an artist and cultural leader
into a focal point of absolute clarity. Those who practice and encourage social justice activism frequently
quote her exhortation, "Caring for myself is not self-indulgence, it is self-preservation, and that is an act of
political warfare. I see it in the letters that come to me about Sister Outsider, I see it in the use the women here
give the poetry and the prose. I need to travel light and fast, and there's a lot of baggage I'm going to have to
leave behind me. Bibliografische Informationen. Making that death useful would be winning for me. But she
was brimming with a crystalline determination to do the work of visibility and kinship across difference. That
is what the great poet, essayist, feminist, and civil rights champion Audre Lorde February 18, â€”November
17, explores with exquisite self-possession and might of character in a series of diary entries included in A
Burst of Light: and Other Essays public library. Every time I revisit the words of Audre Lorde, I marvel over
how relevant they continue to be. To see samples pages, click here. Other poems express a daughter's anger
toward her mother; still others eschew anger for affirmation and inspiration, which are represented as coming
from lesbian love and traditional African myths because, as Lorde has said, "the master's tools will not
dismantle the master's house. Nor forget song is a part of mourning as light is a part of sun. But first and last I
am a poet. Each of us is blessed in some particular way, whether we recognize our blessings our not. The real
blessing is to be able to use whoever I am wherever I am, in concert with as many others as possible, or alone
if needs be. She was a professor of English at Hunter College from until her untimely death from cancer in  I
just know I must not surrender my body to others unless I completely understand and agree with what they
think should be done to it. The face of afraid keeps changing constantly, and I can count on that change. It is
so hard not to counter this despair with a refusal to see. And this is why we cannot be silent, because our
silences will come to testify against us out of the mouths of our children. Afraid is a country where they issue
us passports at birth and hope we never seek citizenship in any other country. I am going to write fire until it
comes out my ears, my eyes, my noseholes â€” everywhere. Her courageous account of her struggle with
breast cancer and the mastectomy that she underwent is movingly chronicled in "The Cancer Journals" , her
first major prose publication. Lorde announces the need for a radical politics of intersectionality while
struggling to maintain her own faith as she wages a battle against liver cancer. From reflections on her struggle
with the disease to thoughts on lesbian sexuality and African-American identity in a straight white man's
world, Lorde's voice remains enduringly relevant in today's political landscape. In "Zami," Lorde focuses on
her developing lesbian identity and her response to racism in the white feminist and gay communities, and to
sexism and homophobia in the African American community. Audre Lorde Seventeen days before she turned
fifty, and six years after she underwent a mastectomy for breast cancer, Lorde was told she had liver cancer.
Our battle is to define survival in ways that are acceptable and nourishing to us, meaning 98 with substance
and style. She declined surgery and even a biopsy, choosing instead to go on living her life and her purpose,
exploring alternative treatments as she proceeded with her planned teaching trip to Europe. It takes me
hundreds of hours a month to research and compose, and thousands of dollars to sustain. I will never be gone.
Afraid is a country where they issue us passports at birth and hope we never seek citizenship in any other
country. Zeebra Books In , feminist poet Lorde learned that her breast cancer had metastasized to the liver.
Her first poem was published in Seventeen magazine while she was in high school; it had been rejected by her
high school newspaper because it was "too romantic" Lorde considered her "mature" poetry, which focuses on
her lesbian relationships, to be romantic also. She married in and divorced in , after having two children.
Echoing Dr. Although it rings out with passion, anger and hope, the lengthy title piece is sometimes rambling
and repetitive. She amplified anti-oppression, even as breast cancer ravaged her ailing body. But I'm not being
paranoid when I say my cancer is as political as if some CIA agent brushed past me in the A train on march
15, and air-injected me with a long-fused cancer virus. I have done good work. Sometimes we are blessed with
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being able to choose the time and the arena and the manner of our revolution, but more usually we must do
battle wherever we are standing.


